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Introduction

Just how many bonds were issued by the Territory of
Montana throughout its 25-year territorial existence?
My curiosity as well as real interest about this began in
1980 when I had the good fortune to handle an issued
example of an 1876 Montana territorial bond. This
particular bond series was authorized to be issued to the
aggregate dollar amount of $91,250. I wondered if this
were the actual total dollar amount of issue or if more or
less than this authorized limit were issued. What
denominations and how many of each denomination
were issued? How many bonds were ever issued during
the territorial period? Could anyone really expect to
recast or recapitulate any territory's entire long-term
debt financing with any degree of accuracy? Is it
possible to acquire fiscal and monetary reports and then
adequately evaluate them relative to just the bond
issues themselves? A 25-year territorial period is such a
long time. After all, just how many issued territorial
bonds had I, or anyone else, ever seen? These financial
documents in most cases would have to be over a
century old. And then, would other important and
needed records be available and if so, would they be
reliable? Could enough information be obtained and
documented in such a manner as to prove or disprove
any accumulated findings? Lastly, could a conclusion
of sorts be reached, and within a reasonable period of
time? After much thought and consideration about the
possibilities of making such an inquiry, I finally
concluded that a study would be a feasible and most
rewarding personal experience. To a large extent I have
accomplished this objective and in so doing would like
now to share the research effort and findings with
fellow syngraphists.

The "Debt Funding of Montana Territory" as an
investigative project is like any other of similar
magnitude in that it requires an abundance of
necessary documentation, all of which is designed to
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provide the bases of resolution, in one form or another.
There are many areas of statistical information and
numerous secondary source materials to be considered,
examined, and then evaluated. Many records are rather
sketchy to begin with, while others simply aren't
available. Some do not exist, and yet others still await
their retrieval from undiscovered archival depositories.
Legislative enactments, memorials and laws, all have
to be studied and reviewed. Special and extraordinary
sessions of the legislature must be looked over carefully,
along with annual reports and other fiscal documents
that require checking and rechecking. The list goes on,
and it's not difficult to see where some information may
never be available at all.

Some of the difficulties I confronted initially were
resolved quite readily but others were not until just
recently. As an example, why would the signature of
James E. Callaway as the Secretary of the Territory
appear on an 1872 bond that was issued during the Potts
administration and yet the signature of B. F. Potts as
governor appear on the funding of 1876, which of course
was also during his administration? This did cause me
some concern at first but after reviewing the
appropriate legislative enactments and sessions of the
territorial government, the reason became quite evident
— it was simply a matter of legislated law as to who was
authorized to sign what particular document, i.e., bond.

The bond numbering system created a much more
difficult problem. Having handled a $1,000
denominated 1876 bond, numbered 71, I was also aware
of the existence of another bond of this same series
denominated in the amount of $500 and having an
assignment number of 15. With a number 15, $500
denominated bond and a number 71, $1,000
denominated bond, both of the same series of issue and
within an authorized limit purported to be $91,250, I
assumed that the bonds, at least in this series, were
issued in a straight-lined sequential manner. The
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legislative session records covering the authorization of
this 1876 bond indicated in Section Number 2 that each
bond would be registered by the Treasurer and kept in a
book for that purpose which would show the amount of
each bond, the number, to whom issued and the date of
issue. With this logical sequential issuance method in
my mind and the legislative act to indicate that a book
was to be kept for this recording purpose, I felt
reasonably sure that I could prove that they were listed
in a straight-lined sequential manner. (By straight-
lined sequential listing I mean, for example, that bonds
numbering 1 through 50 would be denominated in $100
increments and then numbers 51 through 100 would be
denominated in increments of $500 and the remaining
numbers of 101 through 150 would be denominated in
$1,000 increments.) With a number 15, $500
denominated bond known to me and having handled a
number 71, $1,000 bond of this same series, I felt that
they were issued in a straight-lined sequential form. But
exactly how I couldn't be sure, considering the numbers
of the bonds that I knew existed in this series.

Section 2 of this legislation concerning the issuance of
these bonds did state that a book would be retained for
the explicit purpose of issuing bonds. If I were able to
obtain this ledger, or book of record, I could easily verify
this numbering matter along with other salient data.
This appeared to be no problem or at least I thought it
shouldn't be, except that the record book in question
would be over a hundred years old, if the current
administrators for the State of Montana still had it. The
Treasurer's Office indicated no knowledge of such a
record book. The Executive Secretary of the Board of
Examiners, who currently handle the issuing of state
bonds, had no records. The Abandoned Property
Division retained some old records but they had no
record of this particular item. The Treasurer's Office
made every effort possible to assist me in locating this
ledger, even to the extent of contacting a previous
employee who had worked in the office over 25 years
ago. Unfortunately, this individual was unaware of any
documents concerning this issue, yet alone a ledger of
sorts. Then the Treasurer's Office made available a
copy of a typical ledger used during the turn of the
century by the state, thinking that perhaps it could offer
a clue or at least an example of the type of ledger that
may well have been used in issuing those bonds of 1876.
This ledger was then delivered to the Montana State
Historical Society in the hope that they might offer
some much - needed assistance but they also were
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unable to help. I'm not really sure if such a ledger exists.
Ultimately, the Historical Society proved to be my
saviour by locating what they called "receipt books",
but which were in fact counterfoils that established the
fact that the bonds were issued in each denomination,
all beginning with a number one. They were issued in
ordered sequence until such time as the combination of
all denominated amounts equalled the authorized
funded amount or that portion necessary to meet with
the funding requirements of the issue. In other words,
there could be and in fact there would be a number 1,
$100 denominated bond, and a number 1, $500
denominated bond, and a number 1, $1,000
denominated bond. This numbering system applies to
all series issued.

Another area that required some examination and
explanation was that of the authorized dollar amounts
of issue. The actual dollar amount issued in a series can
and does vary from the authorized capital dollar
amounts approved by legislation and they are not the
same in some cases. In each legislative assembly or
session that pertains to a debt funding or refunding
and/or redemptions, there exists a clause which
stipulates that the amount authorized by law cannot be
exceeded. The actual dollar limits of an issue are written
and contained in legislation and specifically are worded
to read, "or so much thereof as may be necessary",
which of course effectively provided an option to issue
any amount up to the amou_it authorized by law. The
territory of Montana did at no time ever repudiate any
enacted legislation concerning bond issues. They
always maintained the actual dollar amounts of issued
bonds within the amounts authorized by law.

Suffice it to say, there were initially many problems
and areas of conflict that did require resolution of one
sort or another. Most have been resolved and so I can
say without reservation or hesitation that there were
but four, separate, long - term debt fundings during
Montana's territorial existence.

With the passage of the Organic Act of 1864 by
Congress, Montana became a territory. It would be a
territory for a little over 25 years until 1889, when it
attained statehood status. Within a year after its
territorial beginnings, Montana had already incurred
funded short-term debt in the amount of $58,950 and by
the year 1873 the territory would see debt obligations

Funded Indebtedness of Montana Territory
(as authorized by legislation)

1864 - May 16, 1864 - Territorial Status
1865 - $58,950 - Debt Obligation

Legislative Issue date Authorized Yield Authorized 	 Type
date by year shown on bond dollar amount or rate denominations 	 description
1867/1869 1868/1869 $60,000/Open End 15% $50 & $100 	 Type I
1872 1872 $120,000 12% $50 & $100 & $500	 Type II
1876 1876 $91,250 10% $100 & $500 & $1,000 Type III
1879 1880 $70,000 7% $500 & $1,000 	 Type III

1883-$14,005.90 surplus budget-no other bonds issued as a
Territory

1889-November 8, 1889-Statehood Status
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soar to over $150,000. Then, after almost two decades of
continuous debt, Montana Territory would finally
become solvent. In the year 1883, it could boast proudly
of its most recent accomplishment, for it had turned the
corner and government coffers now held a surplus
balance of $14,005.90. Quite an accomplishment,
indeed.

The first long-term funded indebtedness of the
territory came in the year 1867. This first series of 1867
would require a supplementary amendment two years
later on January 12, 1869, based on the provisions and
in accordance with that of the original legislated
enactment of December 3, 1867. The remaining funding
programs or enactments for funding and refundings of
long-term debt were in 1872, 1876, and in the year 1879
for the year 1880. All issues are coupon bonds payable to
the bearer. The four authorized territorial fundings as
shown in the following overview are based on
legislative enactments. They do not necessarily
represent the actual totals of each funded series but
rather they establish guidelines and the limitations
within each series as approved by law.

Do not be confused by the figures presented in this
"authorized funded" overview. As an example, the issue
dates as shown on the bonds do not in each instance
indicate the actual date that the bond was physically
issued. Some bonds, in fact, were issued up to two years
after this date. This situation is found primarily in the
first issued series but it also applies to the series of 1872.
Another important point to remember is that the

authorized dollar amounts of a series do not necessarily
indicate the actual amounts that were issued in the
series itself. They only reflect the uppermost limit
established by law — the maximum allowable dollar
amounts of issue. With the exception of the first series of
issued bonds, this authorized amount as approved by
legislation is shown on the face of each bond of issue.
Another area requiring at least a comment for
clarification at this time is that of the authorized
denominations, which are not necessarily contained in
each series. In other words, the approved
denominations of a series were just that, approved and
nothing more. In almost every case the authorized
denominations were used but there was an exception.
When analyzing the individual bond series these facts
will be discussed more completely.

Description of Issued Bonds

Most Montana territorial bonds are easy to identify in
their physical state. As shown in the previous overview,
they basically fall into three types by design and are
best referred to as a Type I bond, a Type II bond, and a
Type III bond. The first bond to be issued by the
territory was a Type I, caption-dated December 3, 1867.

The Type I bonds of 1867 are small, warrant-like
coupon bonds and were it not for their coupons they
appear at first glance indeed to be warrants. Centered
on the top of the bond is the captioned date of December
3rd, 1867, which reflects the date of legislative
enactment. These show a date of issue of June 1, 1868.

i , .

A typical example of a TYPE I bond issued by Montana Territory. This warrant-like coupon
bond was denominated in $50 and $100 increments. The legislated date of authorized approval
for this funding is located near the top center of the bond. Because of issue in 1867, this funding
required a supplementary amendment in 1869. Photo courtesy of David Beach.
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The printing was done by Montana Democrat Print on a
low quality paper. There are two different colors for two
different denominations of issue—red on white for a $50
incremented bond and blue on white for a $100
denominated bond. The body of the bond measures
approximately 6 inches in length by 10 3/4 inches in
width. It features two major vignettes and one minor.
Located on the left side is an ornately cameoed
personage, while to the right is a standing male
allegorical figure of what probably represents
"Commerce". A small minor vitgnette of a dog's head is
centered at the bottom. Beneath the captioned date
located at the top is the heading "TERRITORY OF
MONTANA." A printed denomination is located in
both top corners as well as in the center, which is spelled
out in block letters directly below the named bondholder
of issue. Above the heading are the spelled - out words
which read "ISSUED UNDER TERRITORIAL ACT
APPROVED" and then the centered date
"DECEMBER 3rd, 1867" followed by "IN EXCHANGE
FOR TERRITORIAL WARRANTS." This document
lacks the pleasing design and quality appearance of
later territorial bonds. It required the signature of the
Secretary of the Territory and other officials.

Another Type I bond issued in accordance with and
supplementary to the Act of December 3rd, 1867 is dated
1869. This date is located at the top center area and is
captioned-dated to read January 12th, 1869. The bond
shows an issued date of June 1, 1869. It is identical in
most respects to that of the caption-dated 1867 issue
with the exception of the dates of enactment and date of
issue and very slight variations in the positioning of

the statements pertaining to the purpose of the bond —
for the exchange of territorial warrants. Colors of the
denominations, size, vignettes, and all other basic
elements are the same. Printed by Montana Democrat
Print, it again lacks the quality and appearance found
on the remaining bonds issued by the territory. It also
requires the Secretary's signature along with those of
other officials.

The 1872 Type II coupon bond is the first bond to
display the classic format one expects to find in a
governmental issue of this nature and its format will
continue to be found on all the remaining debt
instruments issued by the territory. Dated and
approved under an act that took effect January 9, 1872,
all of the series have an issue date of June 1, 1872.
Printed on quality paper by Breuker & Kessler, 7th &
Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, all denominations of
this issue or series feature the same color arrangement
of red overprinting on black with an ornately designed
reverse in green. This bond measures approximately 10
inches in length by 15 inches in width. It contains three
engraved vignettes. The primary vignette centered near
the top depicts a large balloon-stacked train with
Indians gathered nearby. A secondary vignette
centered on the left side shows a shaft or pit mine with
working miners. A minor vignette of a patriotic eagle is
located near the bottom. To its left near the bottom of
the pit mine is a hidden or embossed territorial seal. At
the top left and right corners are beautiful lattice-type
floral arrangements. The denomination and
assignment numbers of issue are located to the right
and left of the primary vignette accordingly. A large

This TYPE II bond in the classic format was issued by Montana Territory in 1872, in denominations of $50, $100,
and $500. Note the initials of the Northern Pacific Rail Road on the tender car of the primary vignette; they are
found only on the 1872 series. Photo courtesy of W. Alcott.
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Printed by New North West Litho Agency of Deer Lodge, M.7'., this TYPE III bond was issued in the years 1876
and 1880. Note the differences in the overprinting of the word "ORIG INAL" and of the denomination on this bond
relative to that of the Type II issues. This bond is number 15 of 20 issued in the $500 denomination of the 1876
series. Photo courtesy of David Beach.

"ORIGINAL" with a period after it is overprinted
between the pit mine vignette and the heading "THE
TERRITORY OF MONTANA". This overprinting
covers part of the "T" in the heading and a portion of the
oval wherein the assignment number is written. This
"ORIGINAL" is red in color and measures 5'/2 inches
long including the period and is 7/8ths of an inch wide. A
large, ornate scroll work-like denomination is located in
the lower bottom center area of this bond. It is also red in
color. This bond required the signature of the Secretary
of the Territory along with those of other officials. It is a
beautiful bond — very appealing and very attractive in
appearance.

The 1872 bond requires a few additional comments
regarding the primary vignette. Located on the tender
car of the train are the initials "N. P. R. R." Yes, they do
stand for the Northern Pacific Rail Road and yes, this is
a Montana territorial bond. This is very unusual,
especially since this was a general obligatory funded
debt. That a government-issued bond of this type should
contain such corporate logo - like initials is certainly
noteworthy. Who actually authorized these initials to be
placed on the territorial bond? Certainly we can surmise
that it met with the full approval of Territorial
Governor, B. F. Potts. Governor Potts early in his term
of office was very interested in the Northern Pacific Rail
Road for several reasons, including a unique
opportunity for personal gain through his friend,
Rutherford Hayes. He addressed Hayes, asking him to

use his influence with Jay Cooke in an attempt to
acquire the right-of-way information of the Northern
Pacific. Potts wanted this information before it became
public knowledge so that he might take advantage of
real estate investments. Nothing came of this, but
undaunted, Potts then asked Hayes to do what he could
in his behalf to get the attorneyship of the Northern
Pacific for the territory. This also did not materialize.
Finally, Potts let it be known that his services were
available to the N. P. R. R., as surely there would be a
need for someone to look out for their interests once they
reached the territory. Self-interests, to be sure, but in the
end an association between Potts and the Northern
Pacific was not to be.

But there was another aspect to Potts in regard to the
Northern Pacific. Potts acknowledged that a railroad to
the territory was absolutely essential for its economic
growth. Any prosperity for the territory would depend
largely on the railroads, for its cattle and agricultural
industries still in their infancy would require greater
markets outside the territory and Potts recognized this
need. There was also a critical need for additional
settlement in the territory to provide a necessary base
for growth and development and the creation of an
economy not based exclusively on mining. So to Potts,
the Northern Pacific Rail Road must have also
represented at least a partial salvation for what at that
time was a floundering, debt-riddled territory. The
vignette on this issued bond was in essence the "Calling
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Home of the Northern Pacific." Here — look, and see.
"We welcome you with open arms, N. P. R. R. — even on
our debt instruments we make this pronouncement".
Obviously this N. P. R. R. subject is a matter that
requires additional research and is far too large in scope
to discuss adequately in this article. Nevertheless, it is
an integral part of this 1872 bond series of Montana
Territory. The initials N. P. R. R. are only found on this
1872 bond issue.

The Type III 1876 coupon bond again features the
same classic format found on the 1872 Type II bond but
with a few differences. Approved for issue on February
11, 1876, all of these bonds show an issue date of July 1,
1876 (just six days after the massacre on the Little Big
Horn). The design is basically the same in the
placement of the vignettes as that of the 1872 series with
the exception that there are no N. P. R. R. initials on the
tender car. All denominations of this series feature an
attractive goldleaf-like metallic overprinting on black
with an ornately designed reverse in green. On this and
the remaining bond issues of the territory the printing
was done on quality paper by New North West Litho
Agency of Deer Lodge, M. T. The denomination and
assignment numbers of issue are found in the top right
and left corners respectively. This bond measures
about 15"/4 inches in width by 101/2 inches in length. The
"ORIGINAL" is smaller than that found on the
previous issue and measures z1V4 inches by just a shade
over 5/8ths of an inch. It lacks the period that is on the
1872 issue. The "ORIGINAL" also overlaps the "T" of
the heading "THE TERRITORY OF MONTANA." The
overprinted denomination is in goldleaf-like metallic
print as is the word "ORIGINAL." This overprinted
denomination is not as large as that found on the Type
II bond, nor does it possess the ornateness of design.
This bond also contains the embossed territorial seal
located in the same area as on the 1872 issue. The Type
III is the first issued bond to require the signature of thi
territorial governor and other officials. This bond, like
the 1872 issue, has an appealing format and with its
goldleaf - like print is indeed attractive and beautiful.

As with the Type II bond, a few additional comments
seem appropriate and necessary regarding this Type III
bond. The change in printers from Breuker & Kessler to
New North West Litho Agency not only increased the
size of the body of the bond slightly, but it also appears
to have been the cause of an error in the printed facts
stated on the bond as they pertain to the legislated
enactments of this issue. A slight error, size-wise, but
certainly one of significance. On both the Type II and
Type III bond issues, located above the mine vignette
are the terms and date of enacted legislation regarding
the individual issues. The date of actual authorization
and/or approval is also shown at this location. This
type III Bond of 1876 states "under the Seventh session"'
but it should have read, "under the Ninth session", with
the appropriate date as shown correctly on the bond, as
being approved, February 11, 1876. It appears that a
plate preparation error occurred which was probably
caused by the inadvertent transference by New North
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West Litho Agency from a sample 1872 bond. Certainly,
this is mere conjecture on my part but the fact of the
matter is that it did happen and an error exists. The
correct session should have been the Ninth as shown in
the Laws and Memorials of the Territory of Montana in
1876.

Also, without discussing at length a very real issue in
early Montana Territorial politics — that of printing
contracts — it should be mentioned that in the year 1876
the New North West Litho Agency of Deer Lodge was
owned and operated by James H. Mills. He would
become the Secretary of the Territory in the year 1877
and yet would retain the printing privileges for the bond
issue of 1880 while still in office. A little political
skullduggery, I suspect, but I'm not certain.

The final bond issue was in the year 1880 and is a
Type III coupon bond by design. Legislated and then
approved on July 21, 1879, all bonds are dated for issue
on January 1, 1880. Printed again by New North West
Litho Agency of Deer Lodge, M. T., the size, style, and
design are that of the 1876 issue with the same basic
format including the goldleaf-like metallic print on
black with the ornate green reverse. This includes the
denomination placement as well as the number
assignment position along with the vignettes. The
goldleaf-like print is used on the overprinting but there
is one difference in this particular area. The word
"ORIGINAL" shown on the 1876 issue has now been
more proportionately centered between the mine
vignette and the heading "THE TERRITORY OF
MONTANA", whereas both the Type II bond of 1872
and the Type III bond of 1876 show an overlapping of
the word "ORIGINAL" over the "T" in the heading. It
appears a different plate was used for this issue. This
bond, like the 1876 bond, required the territorial
governor's signature along with those of other officials.
As with the two preceding series, this issue also displays
a classic format and is extremely attractive.

In summarizing the descriptions of the individual
bonds within a series, I have purposely used the word
"approximate" in most instances regarding the
measurements because there are some slight variations
in size. They range from '/2 to 1 centimeter, if any. These
small differences can be attributed to the fact that the
instruments were coupon bonds with counterfoils. The
process of physically detaching the bond from the
counterfoil itself probably caused these variations. Of
course I refer specifically to the width measurements.
The lengths in a type series appear to be rather
consistent but then again any slight variations should
not be considered an abnormality.

(To be continued)
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